
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
NORTHERN LIGHTS 15.1 (89) vs EAST COAST EAGLES (1) 
ROUND 11, 30/06/2019 
MIKE KENNY OVAL 
 
Round 11 and our first match up for the year with the newly formed East Coast Eagles, it was 3rd place on the ladder 
v 4th and with some old team mates of Nugget, Kody, Connor and The rock, there was a little extra incentive to play 
well. Unfortunately, Connor and Josh were still out injured, but we were lucky to have Willis, Cam, Jack, Luka and 
Liam from the under 14’s.  

First Quarter 

Despite an unusual quietness before the game, The Lights came out firing. Spider was immediately on top in the ruck 
and provided first use of the footy to Bertie, Kody and Damo and it wasn’t long before the ball was locked deep into 
our forward line. Our first major of the day came from the big Bertie Beatle bulldozing through traffic and finishing 
with a nice 30m goal. 

Reset and the midfield drove the ball deep into attack again. Despite the Eagles best efforts, the half forward line of 
Dan, Fraser and Stix were ensuring there was no respite. Special K presented well, grabbing a couple of nice 
contested marks and kicking the next two Lights majors. The openness of the forward line was working well open, 
allowing him to ragdoll his opponent one on one. 

The midfield continued to dominate with Nuts and Jono getting their share of the footy across the wings and half 
forward as well. The Lights next major came from a strong contest at the top of the square, and then a freakish Dan K 
snap straight back over his head. 

With Special K and Noah taking their turn on the ball, the drive out of the centre continued. The final major for the 
term was a great piece of team footy. Dan K presented strongly at half forward and went back to take the shot. The 
Lights cleared out the forward space and both Kody and Damo lead strongly. Dan hit Kody with a pinpoint pass and 
The Iceman did the rest, never in doubt! 

At the end of the first quarter The Lights led 5.3.33 to 0.0.0. 

Second Quarter 

At the start of the second quarter, The Eagles decided to drop a couple of extras behind the ball to try and clog up 
the space in the forward line 

The Lights got the first clearance with Spider finding Damo on the burst, who in turn snapped one around the corner 
to find the ever cool Iceman, Damo continued to run hard into space where Ice hit him lace out and The Lights were 
away. 

The extra numbers started to pay off for The Eagles with their rebound off halfback, the problem of course being the 
Rock, Nugget and Chook all standing in their way. The Rock was marking everything in sight and Nuggets reading of 
the play and intercept of the ground ball was outstanding. Chook was cleaning up the scraps wherever he could and 
driving the ball deep into attack 

The half forward line of Fraser, Skills Hills and Bao were working extra hard despite being outnumbered. This soon 
paid dividends with Skills and Ice both taking solid marks and kicking truly. 

At half time The Lights led 8.4.52 to 0.0.0 

Third Quarter: 

For the start of the second half Ethan took over the ruck duties and Nugget had a run through the middle with Damo 
and Ice. Bertie and Spider moved to half back. 



 

 

Ethan was well on top in the ruck and the midfield, led by Noah and Nugget, had plenty of drive. Will and Rhys were 
having a run across half forward to help provide a more physical presence given the extra Eagles numbers. Despite 
being under the weather, Rhys was bringing a great physical presence to every contest. Nuts was running riot on his 
wing gathering possession at will. 

The most notable thing about this quarter was the way our loose men across half back cleaned up everything in 
sight. The Rock, Chook and Spider let nothing past and their ball movement and decisions they made were the 
catalyst for numerous forward thrusts. 

Special K was providing a good target up forward and another contested mark saw him kick his third (could have had 
six). Nuts also chipped in with a nice goal rewarding him for his hard running all day. 

At the three-quarter time break, The Lights were up 10.7.67 to 0.0.0. 

Fourth Quarter: 

With the mercy rule now in place, The Eagles had an extra two take the field, this seemed to be just that little extra 
motivation for the boys. 

After an initial move forward, The Lights took control. Nugget was running through the midfield and found his way 
forward into space taking a grab and registering a rare goal. In an almost carbon copy, Nugget marked again in the 
forward 50 before unselfishly laying it off to Skills, who kicked truly for his second of the day. 

In another unselfish act, Special K took a big grab in the square before handballing over the top to Damo for the 
easiest of goals. Damo had the chance only seconds later to lay one off to Ice over the top but chose to burn him like 
a bushfire before hitting the post. 

In a final act for the day that typified the game, wrecking ball Rhys laid a bone crunching tackle on an Eagles player 
that had the crowd wincing and the Coach applauding. 

When the final siren blew The Lights were victorious 13.11.89 to 0.1.1. 

 

 

Report by: Coach Stuart Pauly 

 


